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Abstract: 5G baseband signal processing places greater real-time and reliability requirements on hardware. Based on the
architecture of the MaPU, a reconfigurable computing architecture is proposed according to the characteristics of the 5G
baseband signal processing. A dedicated instruction set for 5G baseband signal processing is proposed. The corresponding
functional units are designed for reuse of hardware resources. A redirected register file is proposed to address latency and
power consumption issues in internetwork. A two-dimensional code compression scheme is proposed for cases in which
the use ratio of instruction memory is low. The access mode of the data memory is extended. The performance is improved.
The power consumption is reduced. The throughput of 5G baseband processing algorithm is one to two orders of
magnitude higher than that of the TMS320C6670 with less power consumption. The silicon area evaluated by layout is
5.8 mm2, which is 1/6 of the MaPU’s area. The average power consumption is 0.7 W, which is 1/5 of the MaPU’s.
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1 Introduction
Wireless communication technology has
evolved over four generations. It is evolving toward
the fifth generation. The 5G communication system
is expected to be mass-produced by 2020. 5G
communication will have an ultra-high spectrum
utilization and performance-to-power ratio. Its
transmission rate and resource utilization will be an
order of magnitude or greater than 4G. The user will
experience communicate rate of over 1 Gbps. The
end-to-end delay will be controlled in milliseconds.
The flow density will reach tens of Tbps/km2. The
connection density will reach 104/km2 [1-2]. Such
large amounts of data and high-speed transmission
make greater demands on the performance and

power consumption of the baseband processor. How
to meet the high-throughput computing requirements
with architecture that consumes less power has
become a hot research topic.
Circuitry reconfiguration can dynamically
change the function of the array of functional units
(FUs) by configuring the stream at runtime [3].
Therefore, it is a calculation method driven by a
configuration flow. The reconfigurable real-time
circuits are similar to the instruction-driven
processor in flexibility; In terms of energy efficiency,
it could match the performance of application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC). Most traditional
baseband processors are ASIC, whose architecture is
fixed and scalability is poor. Main communication
equipment manufacturers have already begun to study
programmable reconfigurable baseband processors [4].
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Fig. 1 MaPU core architecture.

Wang et al. [5] introduced a novel architecture
for
data-intensive
computing:
mathematics
processing unit (MaPU). It can configure the pipeline
through microcode-controlled state machines to
implement various algorithms. The core consists of
three parts: a scalar pipeline, a microcode pipeline
and a multi-granularity parallel memory, as shown in
Fig.1. The scalar pipeline is composed of a scalar
processing unit (SPU), which is responsible for scalar
calculation, parameter configuration and external
communication. The other is the microcode pipeline,
which is composed of a vector processing unit (MPU).
It is responsible for intensive vector and matrix
calculation. Its 512-bit single instruction multiple
data (SIMD) architecture supports 64-byte, 32-half
word and 16-word multi-granular operation. It also
has a very long instruction word (VLIW) architecture
with dozens of instruction slots for high parallelism.
multi-granular parallel memory supports the matrix
row and column access of the three granularities.
However, MaPU is still a large-scale matrix/vector
computing architecture for general situations without
targeted optimization for specific domains and
specific algorithms. It is incompatible when applied
to 5G communication scenarios. The incompatibility
is reflected in the incomplete instruction set and

micro-architecture
design.
Therefore,
its
performance is limited when faced with the baseband
processing algorithms in the 5G communication field.
Based on the computing architecture of MaPU, a
computing architecture for the 5G communication
field: universal communication processor (UCP) is
proposed in this study. It can meet the highthroughput requirements of 5G baseband processing
with low power consumption.

2 Related work
This section will introduce the architecture of
several communication-specific DSPs. The hardware
architecture of these products is deeply optimized for
the algorithms of communication domain. But these
processors are not optimized for the 5G standard. The
architecture proposed in this paper is specifically
optimized for the 5G NR standards which are proposed
in 3GPP conference.

2.1 CEVA-XC12
Fig.2 shows the architecture of the XC12
launched by CEVA in February 2017 for future 5G
communication [6]. Based on the XC4500, a
communication-specific data processing unit and
some new hard accelerators were added to the XC12.
The above enhancements enable the XC12 to support
multiple complex operations such as 256×256
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO), 1024
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and 3D
beamforming. The XC12 contains four vector
processing units and one scalar processing units.
Each vector processing unit supports 512-bit SIMD.
It is VLIW architecture which includes multiple
instruction slots (VA, VB, VM and VCU). It supports
16-bit fixed-point parallel multiplication of 128
MACs. Its coprocessor can efficiently implement
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT), fast Fourier
transform (FFT), Viterbi decoding and turbo
decoding. In addition, the XC12 features FFT
operations that support dynamic scaling and MAC
with semi-complex features. Compared with the 4Goriented CEVA-XC4500, the power consumption of
CEVA-XC12 is reduced by half and the frequency
can reach 1.8 GHz in the 10-nm process.
2.2 TMS320C66x

Fig. 2 CEVA-XC12 architecture.

C66x is a Texas Instruments (TI) multi-core
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Fig. 3 (a) TMS320C6670 architecture. (b) C66x core.

processor series [7]. Fig. 3(a) shows the architecture
of the TMS320C6670 processor, which features a set
of hard accelerators integrated as coprocessors,
including FFTc for FFT/DFT, TCP3d for turbo
decoding, BCP for receiver-side bit-level processing
and TCP3e for transmitter-side bit-level processing.
These accelerators greatly improve the processing
speed of complex operations, which greatly
improves the chip’s overall computing efficiency.
However, the large number of hard accelerators
makes the processor application scenario relatively
simple. Its scalability and compatibility are poor. Fig.
3(b) shows the core architecture of C66x. It includes
two sets of arithmetic units, each of which includes
a single-precision floating-point adder, a doubleprecision floating-point adder, a fixed-point adder
and a multiplier. The processor supports 128-bit
SIMD instructions. The frequency can reach 1.2 GHz
in the 40-nm process.
2.3 Tensilica ConnX BBE64EP
The Cadence® Tensilica® ConnX BBE family
[8] of enhanced performance digital signal
processors (DSPs) establishes a new standard in
high-performance, low-power digital signal
processing specifcally designed for highperformance baseband processing. Optimized for
complex number processing, the ConnX BBE DSPs
offer significant improvements in maximum

frequency and algorithmic performance while
reducing both silicon area and power consumption
versus earlier generations of DSPs.
The ConnX BBE64EP products are highperformance DSPs designed for next-generation
communication systems. Advanced precision
options are specifically designed to meet the
precision and performance requirements associated
with advanced MIMO systems. In addition to vectorbased filtering, FFT and matrix capabilities, a fully
featured instruction set includes a full range of bitoriented operations.
The ConnX BBE64EP support 64-way
multiplier-accumulator (MAC), dual 32-way
arithmetic logic unit (ALU) SIMD. It has 5-issue
VLIW for parallel load/store, MAC and ALU
operations. Several optimized instructions is
proposed: polynomial evaluation, block ﬂoating
point, bit-oriented operations, vector compression
and vector expansion. The memory bandwidth is 512
bits. There is a 32-bit scalar ALU.

3 5G instruction design
The instruction set architecture is directly
related to an algorithmic execution efficiency in
computing architecture. A set of instructions that are
highly adaptable to the algorithm can bring the
significant improvement in throughput. Some
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dedicated instructions for 5G baseband processing
are proposed in this section.
The MaPU instruction set is a general-purpose
matrix/vector operation calculation that supports
general-purpose fixed-point, floating-point and logic
operations. However, these general instructions will
be incompatible when processing 5G baseband
algorithms. Based on the advanced AppAISArcTM
instruction set architecture proposed by Wang et al.
[5], the operators in the algorithm for the
characteristics of 5G baseband processing is
analyzed. Then, according to the MaPU architecture,
the parallel implementation of the corresponding
algorithm is designed. Based on the basic operations
in the parallelization scheme, several dedicated
instructions for 5G baseband processing are
proposed in this section. According to these
instructions, the architecture design of the
corresponding functional unit (FU) is completed.
3.1 MAC design
MACs are the key component of the baseband
processing. Convolution and filtering, which are
often used in baseband processing, are performed by
basic multiply-accumulate operations. MAC
contains basic instructions related to multiplication
and dedicated instructions for different operator
acceleration. Based on the original MaPU instruction
set, the following new instructions are proposed for
5G baseband processing.
(1) Complex multiply, multiply-add, multiply-sub
instruction
The data in the baseband processing usually
exists in the form of a complex number. One
complex multiplication includes four real
multiplications and two real additions. Therefore, the
compound instructions are proposed to accelerate
complex multiplication. The MAC instructions are
shown in Eq. (1). The symbol MAC represents the
instruction that belongs to MAC. The symbol Ta and
Tb represent the local registers in MAC. The options
B, S represent the granularity of input data (8 bits, 16
bits and a default of 32 bits). These symbols are the
same in the following text. Option H stands for
conjugate multiplication and t. The default is regular
complex multiplication. The Wallace tree of the UCP
multiplier [9] is optimized. A 32*32-bit Booth
encoder and Wallace tree can complete four 8*8-bits,
two 16*16-bits and one 32*32-bit complex
multiplication at a time.

{

𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑇𝑏 {𝐵, 𝑆}{𝐻}
𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑇𝑏 {𝐵, 𝑆}

(1)

(2) Complex multiply-accumulate instruction
Considering the data accuracy at the time of
accumulation, the width of internal data is further
increased on the basis of doubling, so as to prevent
the accumulated result from overflowing. Therefore,
for the multiply-accumulate operation of 8-bit, 16bit and 32-bit data, the bit widths in the multiplier are
24 bits, 40 bits and 72 bits respectively. Three
complex multiply-accumulate instructions are
shown in Eq. (2). The option CR in instruction 1 sets
the Tc value to 0. Instruction 2 is the multiplyaccumulate operation of the multiply-accumulate
register MR and input data. The target fields of the
first two instructions are the local MR. The
accumulated result of instruction 3 is sent to the
external register.
𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑀𝑅 = 𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑇𝑏 + 𝑇𝑐 {𝐵, 𝑆}{𝐶𝑅}
(2)
{
𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑀𝑅+= 𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑇𝑏 {𝐵, 𝑆}
𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑀𝑅 + 𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑇𝑏
(3) FFT butterfly instruction
The above instructions are all general-purpose
complex MAC instructions of MAC, which can be
applied to most common operations. FFT butterfly
operation is an important operator in baseband
processing. The operation can be completed by a
multiply-add and multiply-sub instruction. The
MAC is added to the butterfly instruction to allow
the butterfly operation to be completed by one
instruction. Compared with the multiply-add,
multiply-subtract operation, only two additions are
added to the hardware resources. But its performance
can could be doubled. The FFT butterfly instruction
is shown in Eq. (3).
{

𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑇𝑏 + 𝑇𝑐 {𝐵, 𝑆}
𝑀𝐴𝐶. 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇𝑐 {𝐵, 𝑆}

(3)

3.2 ALU design
The main functions of the ALU include basic
arithmetic logic operations, comparison and
selection operations. Based on the original MaPU
instructions, the following new instructions are
proposed for 5G baseband processing.
(1) Add-modulo and sub-modulo instruction
For the cyclic shift operator of low density
parity check (LDPC) encoding, the position of each
byte before shifting is calculated according to the
number of cyclic shifts. Because it is a cyclic shift,
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in the maximum range of the index, the original
index value must be modulo the maximum range
value after the addition or subtraction operation to
obtain the rearranged address. Therefore, the addmodulo N instruction and the sub-modulo N
instruction are added to the ALU as shown in Eq. (4).
N is stored in Tc. The dedicated instruction can
shorten three instructions into one.
𝐴𝐿𝑈. 𝑇𝑎 + 𝑇𝑏 𝑀𝑂𝐷 𝑇𝑐
{
𝐴𝐿𝑈. 𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑏 𝑀𝑂𝐷 𝑇𝑐

(4)

(2) Merge-shift instruction
In polar encoding, the parallelization scheme of
frozen bit insertion proposed by Yang et al. [10] is to
merge two vector vertical elements and then shifting
to the right. For this operation, the merge-shift
instruction is added to the ALU, as shown in Eq. (5).
The symbol imm represents the immediate operand.
The dedicated instruction can shorten three
instructions into one.
{

𝐴𝐿𝑈. {𝑇𝑎, 𝑇𝑏} ≫ 𝑇𝑐
𝐴𝐿𝑈. {𝑇𝑎, 𝑇𝑏} ≫ 𝑖𝑚𝑚

(5)

data interleaving and expansion. In addition, some
bit-level operations that are difficult to process can
be converted to byte form. The shuffle unit is the
only component that can rearrange 512-bit vector.
Based on the original MaPU instructions, the
following new instructions for 5G baseband
processing are proposed.
(1) Bit-level interleaving
Some operations such as polar encoding [10]
require that the shuffle unit use interleaved data
blocks with a granularity of less than one byte.
However, the interleaving of bit-level addresses
imposes great hardware overhead. Six patterns of bit
interleaving instructions are thus proposed, as shown
in Fig. 4. They are 4-bit, 2-bit and 1-bit together with
the old and even block extraction.
Tn (512 bits)

Even block

Result (512 bits) for mode
2
4
6
4 bits

(3) Compare-select instruction
The horizontal update in LDPC decoding
requires calculation of the minimum and second
minimum values of the three data with absolute
values. The proposed compare-select instruction is
shown in Eq. (6). The dedicated instruction can
shorten three instructions into one.
𝐴𝐿𝑈. 𝑇𝑎 > 𝑇𝑏 ? 𝑇𝑐 ∶ 𝑇𝑑
{
𝐴𝐿𝑈. 𝑇𝑎 < 𝑇𝑏 ? 𝑇𝑐 ∶ 𝑇𝑑

(6)

(4) Polar decoding operator acceleration instruction
In the F operator of polar decoding [11], the
absolute values of the two data are compared and t.
The smaller value is selected. The sign bit of the
result is the XOR of the two sign bits. For the above
processing, an F operator instruction is added to the
ALU, as shown in Eq. (7a). The dedicated instruction
can shorten four instructions into one.
In the G operator of polar decoding [11], it is
necessary to determine the addition or subtraction of
two data according to the result of Tc. For the above
processing, a G operator instruction is added to the
ALU, as shown in Eq. (7b). The dedicated
instruction can shorten three instructions into one.
{

𝐴𝐿𝑈. 𝑠𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑎, 𝑇𝑏)
𝐴𝐿𝑈. 𝑇𝑐 ? 𝑇𝑎 + 𝑇𝑏 ∶ 𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑏

7(a)
7(b)

3.3 Shuffle unit design
The shuffle unit is responsible for large-scale

Tm (512 bits)

2bits

1bit

Result (512 bits) for mode
1
3
5
4 bits

2bits

Odd block

1bit

Fig. 4 Six patterns of bit interleaving.

(2) Data type conversion instruction
Many bit-level insertion and deletion operations
are included in some operators, which is difficult for
DSP to process directly. According to the
parallelization scheme, the data have to be converted
between bits and bytes to process in bytes. The
implementation of the above functions is done by the
shuffle unit because it is the only component that
connects the SIMD vector elements. The instructions
are shown in Eq. (8). The symbol (b2B) represents
bits to bytes. The symbol (B2b) represents bytes to
bits.
{

𝑆𝐻𝑈. 𝑇𝑎(𝑏2𝐵)
𝑆𝐻𝑈. 𝑇𝑎(𝐵2𝑏)

(8)

4 Redirected register file
The distributed register file is used by Wang et
al. [5]. This architecture can improve the algorithmic
performance. It makes each FU accessible to any
other FU. But the internetwork becomes very
complex. It also leads to an overhead in timing and
power consumption. Most studies [12, 13, 14] start
from the structure of the internetwork. They
optimize latency and power via optimal clustering.
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Rarely has research been optimized from the
hardware architecture of the register file. The
interface between the internetwork and the FU is the
distributed register file. The latency and power
generated by the internetwork have a great
relationship with the interface of the register file.
4.1 Hardware structure
The architecture of the redirected register file
[15] is to implement distributed register files. Fig.
5(a) shows the general distributed register file
architecture. It has multiple levels of MUX logic at
the write port, which cause a certain latency. The
redirected register file binds the write port directly to
the input of a physical register, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
In the current cycle, if the enable of the write port is
valid, the data will be written directly into the
register unconditionally. The existing data in the
register should be judged. If the data are overwritten
in a logical sense, no scheduling is required;
otherwise, the data must be dispatched to other
registers by the scheduling logic.
Thus, the latency between the internetwork and
the write port of register file is transferred to the
scheduling logic latency between the register and
register. The latency of scheduling the network is not

External
Network

Reading
Logic FU
Writing
Logic
of Other
Registers

(a)

External
Network

Reading
Logic

shared with other logic for one clock cycle. The
latency at the write port is reduced to a level of MUX
logic latency, which is conducive to the improvement
of the frequency. It also reduces the fan out of the
data bus at the register file, which reduces power at
the same time.
Each register’s physical and logical meaning of
the traditional structure in Fig. 5 (a) are the same, that
is, the data stored in each register physical represents
the data stored in the logic register. The same
property applied to the structure in Fig. 5 (b)
obviously leads to data storage errors. Therefore, the
structure of register and the way of data stored must
be changed. Fig. 6 shows the structure of the
redirected register file. High-K bits are logic tags that
represent the tag of the logic register. The lower M
bits represent the data stored in the register
represented by the logic tag.
K Bits of Logic Tags

M Bits of Data

Fig. 6 The structure of redirected register.

4.2 Dynamic scheduling scheme
To ensure that no conflict occurs during
scheduling, a scheduling scheme is designed. Two
types of registers is determined at first. The first type
is a register in which stored data have to be
dispatched. The second type is a free register that can
accept data. In the example given by Yang et al. [15],
the number of channels is 4. The logic that writes the
data in the first type of register to the 4 channels is
called entry logic, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The logic
that sends the data in the channel to the second type
of register is called exit logic, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
To eliminate conflicts, the priorities of entry
logic and exit logic are determined. Taking an 8depth register file as an example, the priority
algorithm for entry logic is shown in Algorithm 1.
The exit logic is shown in Algorithm 2. There is no
conflict in scheduling with the dynamic scheduling
scheme.
Entry
Priority

FU

Exit
Priority

Scheduling
Channel

Internal Scheduling
Logic

(b)

Scheduling
Channel 0
Scheduling
Channel 1
Scheduling
Channel 2
Scheduling
Channel 3

(a)

Fig. 5 (a) Traditional register file. (b) Redirected register
file.

Fig. 7 (a) Entry logic. (2) Exit logic.

(b)
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Algorithm 1: Entry priority
Input: Scheduling signal Schedule [7:0] and the value
in registers reg [7:0].
Output: Channel value Channel [3:0].
1 Initialize Channel [3:0] ← 0 and FlagIn [7:0] ← 0;
//FlagIn indicates whether the value in register has
//found a channel to be scheduled
2 for i = 0 : 3
3
for j = i : 7
4
if Schedule [j] = 1 and FlagIn [j] = 0
5
Channel [i] ← reg [j]
6
FlagIn [j]
← 1
7
end if
8
end for
9 end for
Algorithm 2: Exit priority
Input: Accepting signal Accept [7:0] and the value
in channels Channel [3:0].
Output: Register value Reg[7:0].
1 Initialize FlagOut[3:0] ← 0;
// FlagOut indicates whether the value of the
//channel has found the target register
2 for i = 7 : 0
3 for j = 0 : 3
4
if Accept [i] = 1 and FlagOut [j] = 0
5
Channel[i] ← reg[j]
6
FlagOut [j] ← 1
7
end if
8
end for
9 end for

5 Two-dimensional code compression
MaPU is a VLIW DSP that requires a large
amount of instruction memory resources due to its
long instruction width, which requires a large
instruction memory space. Jin et al. [16] and Helkala
et al. [17] proposed some code compression schemes,
but these studies were oriented to one-dimensional
(horizontal) code compression. They do not consider
vertical compression. For the VLIW machine, the
code is two-dimensional. Horizontal dimension
codes are used for different slots in the same cycle.
The vertical dimension codes are used for different
cycle in the same slot. A two-dimensional code
compression scheme is proposed. The code is
compressed in both horizontal and vertical
dimensions to remove no operation (NOP) and save
memory space.

BIU.Load
NOP

NOP

BIU.Load

NOP

Wait @ 5

NOP

BIU.Store

NOP
BIU.Store
(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 (a) Before vertical compression. (b) After vertical
compression.

instruction is proposed. The syntax is shown in Fig.
8(b). The parameter is a 6-bit immediate data
indicating how many cycles of subsequent
instructions are delayed to emit. It supports delayed
emission from 0 to 63 cycles. Fig. 8(a) is the original
code. There are 5 NOPs between the two valid
instructions. Fig. 8(b) is the vertically compressed
code. Five NOPs are replaced by a wait@5. It can
replace up to 63 NOPs. The fetch component of the
processor decodes the wait instruction in advance.
The next instruction is delayed to emit according to
the immediate value in the instruction. Such a design
has a significant effect on the code of successive long
strings of NOPs.
Fig. 9 shows the implementation of the wait
instruction with a FIFO of 63-depth. The fetch
component loads the instructions in each slot into the
corresponding FIFO. When the program starts, the
address indicated by the read pointer (RPointer) of
the FIFO is the same as the address indicated by the
write pointer (WPointer). The fetch component
sends the instruction read from the memory, instead
of the one read from FIFO, directly to the FUs. The
fetch component will decode the wait instruction in
advance and extract the immediate value (WaitNum).
There is a counter (WaitCount) in the fetch
component. And the value of this counter is
initialized as Eq. (9). The value of WaitCount is then
decremented by one every cycle until it is reduced to
zero.
Fetch

FIFO
InstrInput
WPointer

Wait Counter

5.1 Vertical compression
For the VLIW machine, the amount of FUs used
in each cycle is limited. Some instruction slots will
have consecutive NOPs that occupy a large amount
of memory space, as shown in Fig. 8(a). To solve
such a long series of continuous NOPs, the wait

ReadData
RPointer
NOP

Fig. 9 Wait instruction implementation.

InstrOutput
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Description segment
17-20 bit

The length of the valid
instruction

Valid
Instruction

NOP

an integer (in words) after compression, several bits
0 are added to the upper bits to complement the
whole word. After the fetch component obtains
instruction from the memory, it will restore NOP
according to the description segment.

0-16 bit

Valid
Instruction

1 0 1 … 1 0

……

Valid
……
Instruction

NOP

Fig. 10 Horizontal compression.

WaitCount=WaitNum-(WPointer-RPointer) (9)
At this point, the read pointer will also be
adjusted as Eq. (10).
RPointer=WPointer-WaitNum

(10)

The read pointer and write pointer plus 1 for
each cycle. When the WaitCount is not reduced to 0,
the fetch component continues to send a NOP to the
FU. When the counter is decremented to 0, it starts
sending instructions read from the FIFO. Each time
a wait instruction occurs, the internal counter and
read pointer are adjusted as eq. (9) and eq. (10).
5.2 Horizontal compression
The length of the VLIW instruction is fixed.
Each instruction contains the binary codes of 17 slots,
which are extremely long. Considering that only few
instruction slot actually has valid instruction, a lot of
redundant space exists.
A 21-bit description segment is added to the 17
instruction slots by compiler, as shown in Fig. 10.
Bits 0 to 16 of the description segment indicate
whether the instruction slot contains a valid
instruction or a NOP. Bit 0 indicate the NOP. Bit 1
indicate the valid instruction. Bits 17 to 20 of the
description segment indicate the number of words
after compression. If the total number of bits is not

6 Diverse access mode
The memory access mode described in Wang et
al.[5] is a highlight. It supports multidimensional
row and column access that greatly improves the
efficiency of matrix calculation. Considering the
special requirements of 5G baseband processing,
some special-access modes have to be supported.
Based on the original memory of MaPU, two new
types of memory access modes are proposed.
6.1 Discrete access mode
Many baseband processing algorithms such as
PN sequence generation, cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) and QAM can be easily parallelized by
lookup. Some nonlinear functions that can also be
completed more efficiently by lookup. Therefore,
discrete access instruction is proposed to efficiently
support such lookup. The data of each bank is
accessed independently according to the index value.
Register-related configuration in bus interface unit
(BIU) for memory access is described by Wang et al.
[5]. The granularity parameter G is set to 6. 512 bits
of 64 blocks are accessed in parallel. The address is
discrete. The base address and the offset address
determine the access address of each byte. For
example, if the base address is set to KB=0, the offset
address is stored in T register. The accessed data are
shown in Fig. 11(a).

T register
02 03 04 05 01 03 … 00 05 04 01
00 01 02 03 04 05 … 60 61 62 63

00 01 02 03 04 05 … 60 61 62 63

64 65 66 67 68

64 65 66 67 68 69 … 124 125 126 127

127

128

128

192 193 194 195 196 197

192

256 257 258 259 260 261 … 316 317 318 319

256 257 258 258 260 261 … 316 317 318 319

320 321 322 323

381

00 01 04 05 60 61 … 68 69 124 125
128 193 258 323 68 197 … 60 381 318 127
(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 (a) Discrete access mode. (b) Interval access mode
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access. The interval step is determined according to
the data type of the real part and the imaginary part.
The required data can be removed separately. As
shown in Fig. 11(b), 64 blocks is accessed in parallel.
The real and imaginary data type are 16-bit
halfwords. All real parts (blue data blocks) can be
accessed by interval access mode. The interval
access mode enable register StepEnable is set to 1,
G=1, and KB=0. The vector as shown in Fig. 11(b).

IFMAC IFMAC IFMAC IFMAC

IFMAC IFMAC IFMAC IFMAC

IFALU

IMAC

7 Implementation and evaluation
UCP is synthesized with Design Compiler of
Synopsys in a 16-nm logic library. The net-list then
generates a layout by IC Compiler of Synopsys, as
shown in Fig. 12. The clock frequency is 1.4 GHz.
The design of UCP is based on the coarse-grained
reconfigurable architecture (CGRA). The algorithm
is all soft-implemented. The structure of the
hardware pipeline is configured by the software. For
example, the pipeline configuration of the polar
encoding algorithm is shown in Fig. 13. Thus, the
accelerator module of the specific algorithm is
deleted compared with MaPU. There are many
fixed-point
and
bit-level
operations
in
communication. Floating-point operations are also
implemented by fixed-point operations. Thus,
compared to MaPU, fixed-point and bit-level
operations are added into two floating-point units
(IFALU and IFMAC). The floating-point operations
are simplified. The number of shuffle units also
increased from two to three. All FUs are the low
power consumption structure with highly reused
hardware. The silicon area evaluated by the layout is
5.8 mm2, which is 1/6 of the MaPU’s area. The
average power consumption is 0.7 W, which is 1/5 of
the MaPU’s.

Fig. 12 Layout of the UCP.

6.2 Interval access mode
Many complex numbers are processed by
baseband. Data are stored and calculated by the
processor in both real and imaginary parts. These
real and imaginary parts are stored in intervals. The
row and column access mode in MaPU does not
support separate access to real or imaginary parts. An
interval access mode is proposed. This access mode
can support interval access instead of continuous
Multi-granularity parallel memory
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BIU1

BIU2

Shuffle
Unit 0

Shuffle
Unit 1

Shuffle
Unit 2

IALU

IFALU

9 times

IMAC
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Shuffle
Unit 0
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Shuffle
Unit 1

Shuffle
Unit 2

IALU

IFALU

IMAC

IALU
IFALU

Frozen Bit
Insertion

BIU2

FFT-Like
Buterfly XOR

BIU2

Multi-granularity parallel memory

Multi-granularity parallel memory

Fig. 13 Pipeline configuration of polar encoding.
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Fig. 14 (a) Performance comparison with TMS320C6670. (b) Performance-to-power ratio.

Table 1 FFT execution cycle comparison with BBE64EP
Algorithm

BBE64EP

UCP

1024-point FFT

563

272

2048-point FFT

1233

491

Various 5G baseband processing algorithms are
implemented on the single core of UCP to get its
performance. Because the performance of CEVA's
XC12 has not yet been gotten. The performance is
compared with the TMS320C6670, UCP greatly
improves the algorithmic performance of the 5G
baseband processing. The performance of each
algorithm exceeds the TMS320C6670 by an order of
magnitude with less power consumption, as shown
in Fig. 14(a). The performance-to-power ratio of the
UCP core and C66x core during algorithm execution
is shown in Fig. 14(b). The FFT execution cycle is
compare with BBE64EP, as shown in Table 1. UCP
achieves high throughput and meets the real-time
requirements of the 5G standard.
UCP can greatly improve the algorithmic
throughput. Several factors are involved:
1. Wide width SIMD and multiple FUs are
conducive to the development of algorithmic
parallelism;
2. High frequency, 1.4 GHz. The single-core
processing capacity can reach 358 GOPS@16bit;
3. The specific design for the 5G baseband
processing algorithm by the dedicated instruction.
The support of the bit-level processing accelerates
the efficiency with which the algorithm is
implemented;
4. Customized multi-granular memory data
shuffle units to ensure a flexible and efficient data
supply for communication-specific instruction
operations.

8 Conclusion
Based on MaPU, the computing architecture is
proposed for 5G baseband processing in this paper.
The optimization includes four aspects:
1. The FUs are designed for 5G baseband
processing. A series of 5G dedicated instructions are
proposed;
2. A redirected register file is proposed for the
timing and power consumption issues in
internetwork;
3. In the case of memory space wasted, a twodimensional code compression scheme and
implementation are proposed for the VLIW

architecture;
4. For the characteristics of the data type and
algorithm in 5G baseband processing, the access
mode of the data memory is extended.
With these optimizations, the UCP has the
silicon area of only 1/6 that of the MaPU. The
average power consumption of only 1/5 that of the
MaPU. The algorithmic performance of the 5G
baseband processing is ahead of industry levels. Its
throughput exceeds that of TMS320C6670 by one or
two orders of magnitude with less power
consumption. It is a high-performance and lowpower 5G baseband computing architecture with a
flexible CGRA that meets the real-time and stability
requirements of future 5G communication systems.
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中文导读
一种面向 5G 通信的可重构计算架构
摘要：5G基带信号处理对硬件提出了更高的实时性和可靠性要求。基于MaPU的体系结构，根据5G基
带信号处理的特点，本文提出了一种可重构的计算体系结构。首先提出了一种用于5G基带信号处理的
专用指令集。并完成了相应的功能单元的硬件资源复用设计。然后提出了重定向寄存器文件来解决互
联网络中的延迟和功耗问题。针对指令存储器的使用率低的情况，提出了二维码压缩方案。并扩展了
数据存储器的访问模式。使性能得到改善。功耗降低明显。本架构的5G基带处理算法的吞吐量比
TMS320C6670高出一到两个数量级，功耗更低。布局评估的硅面积为5.8平方毫米，是MaPU面积的1/6。
平均功耗为0.7瓦特，是MaPU的1/5。
关键词：5G; 指令集; 寄存器文件; 代码压缩; 吞吐率; 功耗.

